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ABSTRACT
This paper gives an overview on handling aspects in bicycle
and motorcycle control, from both theoretical and experimental
points of view. Parallels are drawn with the literature on aircraft
handling. The paper concludes with the open ends and promising
directions for future work in the field of handling and control of
single track vehicles.

bicycle by the end of the nineteenth century. This evolutionary
process, based on trial and error, took about 80 years to finally
come to the bicycle design which is still in use today. Since 1900
the bicycle has been optimized further, however most of these
optimizations were cosmetic.
With the recent rapid increase in popularity of non-standard
bicycles, many new designs are being developed by manufacturers to fill the gaps in the market. Therefore once again a new trial
and error based evolutionary process appears to have begun. It
seems strange that in a time when every flying quality aspect of a
highly advanced and sophisticated aircraft can be predicted and
designed a-priori its production, that the bicycle, as simple and
elegant as it is, is still designed and built based purely on trial
and error and the manufacturers experience. It should be possible, just like in the aircraft and automotive industry, to predict
the handling qualities of bicycles, based on models of the rider
and vehicle. Therefore it should also be possible to eliminate the
trial and error from the process of reaching an optimum design
for these new non-standard bicycles.

1

INTRODUCTION
The current upsurge in cycling worldwide is a result of many
environmental and social changes that have taken place in recent
years. These changes include the large scale governmental promotion of the bicycle as an environmentally friendly mode of
transportation, infrastructure improvements and the spectacular
increase in fuel prices making commuters think twice about their
daily trip to the office. Not only the standard bicycle has profited from the upsurge, also many new sectors have been explored
for the bicycle such as cargo bicycles for transporting goods and
children, recumbents for long distance commuting, and foldable
bicycles for multi-mode transportation solutions.
The development of the bicycle was an evolutionary process
as described in [21] and shown in Fig. 1. Started early in the
nineteenth century as a walking machine or velocipede (initially
with a vertical steering axis), the bicycle transitioned through a
period as a high-wheeler for greater speed but decreased longitudinal stability, to eventually evolve into the standard ‘safety’
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FIGURE 1.
1896’ [31]

THE EVOLUTION OF THE BICYCLE FROM VELOCIPEDE TO SAFETY BICYCLE, FROM ‘THE AERONAUTICAL ANNUAL

vehicle dynamics and modeling has been focussed on motorcycles, for a review see Popov et al. [37].
The most significant (complete) multi-year, multi researcher
scientific program focussed on single track vehicle stability and
control was carried out in the 1970s by the Cornel Aeronautical Laboratory (later renamed Calspan). Much of the work on
bicycles however was carried out for the Schwinn Bicycle Company and has only just become publicly available. They both
modeled and experimentally measured bicycles and motorcycles
(with tires) [46, 40] and their control [45, 43], comparing experimental maneuvers to time series simulations with the computer.
This was quite a feat considering the computer system technology available in the 70’s.
Measuring bicycle and motorcycle parameters, in particular
measuring mass moments of inertia, has been done in a similar manner to Döhring, by either using a rotational accelerating platform or a torsional pendulum [46, 14, 38, 28]. For the
recording of data during experiments Döhring installed a rollchart recorder on the front frame of the test motorcycle, whilst
an ingenious boom system was used at Calspan to relay the measured signals of the wired sensors on the bicycle via cables to
large multi-channel strip chart recorders that were placed in a
chase car. This method was also used by Eaton [14] to carry
out experiments to validate the motorcycle model developed by
Sharp [47] and theoretical rider control and motorcycle handling
work by Weir [53]. With modern electronics measuring equipment has become far more compact. Kooijman et al. [28] placed
all the required measuring equipment (power supply, sensors,

work in the field of handling of single track vehicles.

2

DYNAMICS OF SINGLE-TRACK-VEHICLES, MODELING AND EXPERIMENTS
There have been a number of review papers on the subject
of the dynamics of single-track-vehicles. Notably Meijaard et
al. [32] carried out a comprehensive review on all those that investigated bicycle dynamics. Sharp [49] recently reviewed the
dynamics and control of bicycles and earlier on motorcycle steering behavior [48]. In this paper we will only present some of the
highlights.
As early as 1869 [39] it was already noted that a bicycle
and rider in forward motion balance by steering towards a fall.
By 1899 Carvallo [5] and Whipple [54], independently of one
and other, were the first to develop the equations of motion for
a bicycle with which they could predict instability modes. In
the following one hundred years over fifty other authors independently modeled the bicycle until in 2007 Meijaard et al. [32],
benchmarked Whipple’s bicycle model and compared them all to
this.
The first to develop and report fully correct equations of motion for a motorcycle was Döhring [13] in 1953. He also carried out experiments with a motorcycle to validate his model.
His model was essentially the same as that of Whipple [54] and
did not take tires or suspension into account. The first to investigate the motorcycle’s stability using a proper tire model was
Sharp [47]. Since then practically all research into single track
2
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digital to analogue converter and laptop computer) on a bicycle
to experimentally validated the benchmark bicycle model [32]
for a range of speeds. To measure the dynamics of a bicycle
moving forward in its stable speed range requires the bicycle to
be perturbed. Roland & Massing [46] at Calspan developed an
interesting method for applying a known lateral (perturbation)
force to the bicycle: a calibrated fireworks style rocket attached
to the bicycle!
Recent experimental investigations into the benchmarked bicycle model [32] include: Stevens [50] who validated the model
for a wide variety of bicycle geometries using a variable geometry bicycle and Kooijman et al. [25] who used the theory developed for the benchmark bicycle model to design and experimentally test a “two mass skate” bicycle that is self-stable without
gyroscopic or caster effects. Tak et al. [51] investigated both
theoretically and experimentally the effect of various parameters
on the stability of a bicycle while Moore et al. [34] comprehensively measured the parameters of six common bicycles to compare their uncontrolled stability based on the linearized equations
of motion. In order to carry out rider control experiments on a
treadmill Kooijman & Schwab [27] experimentally investigated
the dynamics of the uncontrolled bicycle on the same treadmill
using the bicycle with which they had previously validated the
benchmark bicycle model [28].

rating system (shown in Fig. 2) for determining aircraft handling
qualities which became the norm for the industry and beyond.
This rating system takes the mental workload into account.
However correlations have also been found indicating that
handling qualities can be linked directly to control effort.
McRuer & Jex [30], and Hess [22] found that the pilots perception of the task difficulty and therefore of vehicle handling qualities, are highly correlated to the ‘power’ of the pilot’s output-rate
feedback signal. They therefore only look at the physical workload and use it to define the handling qualities. This changes
handling qualities to a control feedback problem. They found
that the complete closed loop system wants to act as a first order system (with a 20 dB/decade drop off in a Bode plot) around
the cross over frequency (the frequency above which the transfer function magnitude becomes smaller than 1) and where the
desired band width (the frequency at which the cross over frequency occurs) is achieved by the pilots control effort.
Substantial research on motorcycle handling, mostly based
on rider control effort, has been performed by Cossalter (see sections 3.2 and 3.3). Yet he [7] also stresses that the rider’s subjective interpretation determines the handling qualities of the vehicle. He points out that this subjective rating depends on the
rider’s driving style and sensitivity, and on the motorcycle’s response to lateral acceleration and yaw rate, sideslip, sensitivity
to external disturbances, response to control actions under different circumstances, and the feedback between rider and motorcycle. Thereby making handling qualities both a rider and vehicle attribute where, similar to Cooper & Harper, both the rider’s
physical and mental workload are factors. Foale [15] similarly
says that motorcycle handling characteristics depend largely on
motorcycle parameters: the overall geometry, chassis stiffness,
weight and its distribution, tyre type and size, but also on the
rider’s ‘responses’, which again indicates both mental and physical workload.
The most significant difference between aircraft and bicycles and motorcycles with regard to designing for handling qualities, is their ratio of pilot/rider to vehicle mass. The mass of a
motorcycle rider is usually around 50% of the total mass while
for bicycles the rider can be as much as 90% of the total mass.
On the other hand, for a fighter aircraft the pilot mass is typically
less than 1% of the maximum takeoff weight. The influence of
the mass distribution on the open loop dynamics of a bicycle was
shown in [25]. They developed a bicycle which has no caster
trail and no net angular spin momentum yet is self stable due
to the specific mass distribution used. Furthermore they showed
that the self stable speed region of a bicycle can completely be
eliminated by adjusting only the mass distribution of the front
frame [26].
Any motions executed by an aircraft pilot that do not disturb the control stick or rudder pedals will have little to no effect
on the aircrafts trajectory, whilst for a bicycle or motorcycle the
body motions that do not disturb the handlebars directly can still

3

HANDLING QUALITIES: STABILITY AND MANEUVERABILITY
In Tony Foale’s book entitled ‘Motorcycle Handling and
Chassis Design’ [15] ‘handling’ is defined as “the ease, style and
feel with which the motorcycle does our bidding”. This definition, is in no way precise at it can be interpreted in a multiple
of manners, yet seems to describe the thoughts that many have
about the term ‘handling’.
For engineering based definitions we first look at the aircraft
industry which obviously have had most to profit from research
on handling qualities and thus it is not surprising that this is also
where most of the insight initially was developed. Cooper &
Harper [6] were the first to precisely define what they mean by
handling qualities of aircraft, namely: “Those qualities or characteristics of an aircraft that govern the ease and precision with
which a pilot is able to perform the tasks required in support of
an aircraft role”. Where they defined ‘task’ as “the actual work
assigned to a pilot to be performed in completion of or as representative of a designated flight segment” and ‘role’ as “the function or purpose that defines the primary use of an aircraft”.
Cooper & Harper state that both physical and mental workload need to be taken into account when rating a handling quality.
They argue that a pilot can perform specific maneuvers just as
well in very differently behaving aircraft and that the measurable
physical workload can be identical but that the mental workload
can be very different. They therefore developed a 10 scale pilot
3
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different parameters on two general aspects, namely ‘maneuverability’ and ‘stability’ are listed in Tab. 1.
Rice, Roland and Lynch [44,45] are among the first to investigate the lateral stability and control of two types of bicycle that
were popular in the late 1960s and early 1970s. They investigated
the effect of nine parameter changes on the same instrumented
bicycle (load on the rear, the rider and the front, increasing the
mass moment of inertia of the front wheel and under-inflating the
tires) for four experiments (straight line, obstacle avoidance and
a narrow and wide slalom). They concluded that the standard bicycle is the best and that load in the rear placed low is good for
‘maneuverability’ whilst load on the rear placed high is bad for
‘maneuverability’.
The effect of different style handlebars (high rise, standard
and racing) on the ‘maneuverability’ of the bicycle was experimentally investigated by Mortimer et al. [35]. Riders carried out
seven experiments and rated each bicycle and each task on a five
point scale. They concluded that “since the high rise handlebar
configuration allowed good maneuvering performance it should
be considered an acceptable design. Standard handlebars offer a
good compromise between the characteristics of the racing and
high rise types, and provided stable, low speed tracking which is
important for safe riding on streets in the mix of other traffic.”
Godthelp, Buist and Wouters [18, 19] developed a bicycle
with which they could change geometric parameters such as
the wheelbase, trail, and moments of inertia of front frame and
wheels, and carried out four experiments in each configuration
(see Tab. 1). They also carried out these experiments with four
different style bicycles and mopeds and concluded that all bicycles have the same ‘high speed stability’. For low speed ‘stability and maneuverability’ they concluded that the rider position is
dominant and that the racing bicycle and the high-rise handlebar
bicycle were the worst.
The effect of different riding positions and bicycle styles on
a child’s ability to control a bicycle safely in traffic was investigated by Arnberg & Tyden [1]. Using time as a performance
measure they measured the ‘stability’ and ‘maneuverability’ of
six different bicycles in ten experiments where the bicycles were
controlled by children (three bicycle styles (normal, foldable and
rodeo) and two types of handlebar (normal and high rise)). They,
similarly to Mortimer et al. [35] concluded that bicycles with extreme handlebars have a poorer ’maneuverability’ performance
than those with standard handlebars and that the race handlebars
make the bicycle least ’maneuverable’ whilst high rise handlebars are okay. Also similarly to Roland & Lynch [45], they concluded that the Rodeo style bicycle (mass high and to the rear)
has the worst maneuverability performance out of the three tested
models.
Similar safety experiments with young children were carried
out by Wierda, Roos & Wolf [55, 56] to investigate ‘maneuverability’. However time was not a measure in their experiments instead they only recorded errors made as they view ‘safety’ com-

pletely from the traffic point of view: to safely ride on the roads,
the rider should be able to carry out the specified maneuver in
a specific section of the road as any deviations could result in
contact with another road user. They however concluded interestingly enough, that there are no major differences in ‘maneuverability’ between the different bicycle styles for children.
3.1.2 Motorcycles The ‘maneuverability’ of a motorcycle and automobile was experimentally compared by Watanabe & Yoshida [52] by carrying out the same evasive maneuver
with the motorcycle and car. They found that the motorcycle
required significantly longer evasive distances than the car, despite the car being much wider than the motorcycle. They also
found that less skilled riders require 15 to 20% more distance to
avoid the obstacle than skilled riders. Furthermore speed has less
influence on the performance of skilled riders than unskilled riders who seemed unable to produce large steer-torques at higher
speeds. They concluded that for motorcycles riding at speeds
above 30 km/h they would consider ‘maneuvering’ around an
object instead of attempting to stop before it as the better evasive
‘maneuver’ due to the distance to speed relationship that the ‘maneuver’ has whilst stopping has a distance to speed2 relationship.
The large research program carried out at Calspan (originally Cornell Aeronautical Laboratory or CAL) in the 1970s included exploratory research into accident avoiding capabilities
of motorcycles by Rice, Davis & Kunkel [42]. To investigate
the directional stability and control of motorcycles they developed a transient (single lane change) and steady state (constant
speed variable radius) maneuver to evaluate the input-output relationships. The single lane change maneuver has been used by
many other authors since. They modeled 6 motorcycles (including all geometric and inertial parameters, tires (which they also
measured) and rider control) and carried out experimental validation tests with one. With these modeled motorcycles they tried
to identify machine physical properties on performance measures for accident avoidance. They concluded that substantial
differences in values for several performance parameters could
be shown amongst the various motorcycle designs and that tire
performance characteristics were very important.
3.1.3 Safety discussion Most safety related handling
qualities work has been on bicycles and of experimental nature
where the complete system, bicycle and rider, were tested simultaneously. No standard tests were used, making direct quantitative comparisons between experiments impossible. Furthermore
all the experimental ratings listed above are comparative, using
relative scales and vehicle/rider combinations. Therefore within
a single study vehicles and vehicle properties can be compared,
but this is not possible between studies as they are not universal.
Also none followed the Cooper-Harper methodology whereby
the physical and mental workload is measured separately. Most
5
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TABLE 1.
Term

BICYCLE MANEUVERABILITY AND STABILITY EXPERIMENTS AND HOW THE PERFORMANCE IS RATED
Authors
Experiment
Performance Measure

‘Maneuverability’

Mortimer, Domas, Dewar [35]

Slalom at 5, 8, 10 and 12 mph and max speed

Crossing boundary
cones, max speed

Arnberg, Tyden [1]

Block slalom, block pairs, 1 handed curve, ‘relay’ riding and steady-state circle

Time + interview

Godthelp, Buist [18] Godthelp,
Wouters [19]

Complex slalom

Time

‘Performance’

Rice, Roland [44]

Slalom

Minimum time

‘Control’

Roland, Lynch [45]

Slalom

Max speed

Mortimer, Domas, Dewar [35]

Circle, figure-eight, lane change
10 mph,

90◦

corner

and

Time
Minimum radius

Arnberg, Tyden [1]

Stationary balance, ride between 2 narrow
gates: a) constant speed, b) accelerate from rest

Time + interview

High speed ‘stability
& maneuverability’

Godthelp, Buist [18] Godthelp,
Wouters [19]

Straight + corner with either left, right or both
hands on handlebars

Time

Medium/High
speed ‘stability’

Mortimer, Domas, Dewar [35]

Straight between two lines

Boundary crossings

Arnberg, Tyden [1]

Looking backwards over shoulder for a number

Boundary crossing, recalling number

Godthelp, Buist [18] Godthelp,
Wouters [19]

Straight between two lines

Relative time between lines

Rice, Roland [44]

Hands free straight ahead

Minimum speed

Roland, Lynch [45]

Straight line hands on

Minimum speed

Mortimer, Domas, Dewar [35]

Straight between two lines

Boundary crossings

Arnberg, Tyden [1]

Straight between two lines

Time + interview

Godthelp, Buist [18] Godthelp,
Wouters [19]

Straight between two lines

Relative time between lines

Low speed
‘stability’

3.2

Handling Qualities For Normal Riding
Normal riding refers to the majority of a vehicles usage on
open roads: not under extreme circumstances or at the performance limits. The majority of the work on this role has been
carried out on motorcycles. However we start with three bicycle
studies.
Relatively unknown is the work by Herfkens [20] who analytically investigated the effect of bicycle parameter changes on
self-stability under the assumption that self-stability is a positive
aspect for handling qualities. Interesting is his conclusion that
the inertia of the steering assembly (including the wheel) should
not become too low, is in stark contrast to what has been the main
goal of bicycle and component manufacturers who have been introducing carbon composite components to reduce the weight of
the bicycle as far as possible.
The work by Jones [23] from 1970 is by far the best known
paper on bicycle stability or self-stability. It was even reprinted

did not even interview the rider to get an indication of the mental
workload level.
None of the studies actually define what they exactly mean
by terms like ’stability’ and ‘maneuverability’. However from
the above it does appear that most authors refer to ‘stability’
within the framework of ‘safety’ as the ability of the bicycle and
rider system to remain upright and within a narrow straight path.
Stability is measured in terms of deviations from that path or by
the minimum speed that the maneuver can be carried out at. The
term ‘maneuverability’ usually refers to the system’s ability to
change direction, such as in a slalom or lane change. A more
‘maneuverable’ vehicle can carry out the same maneuver at a
higher speed (slalom) or in a shorter time/distance (lane change).
The maneuverability of vehicles appears to largely depend on
two factors: the mass distribution of the system, in particular the
riders location and orientation (mass moments of inertia) and the
style of the handlebars and thus the riders ergonomics.
6
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in 2006 by Physics Today as one of their classics. Jones experimentally investigated the ‘stability’ of the bicycle with and
without rider. He performed physical experiments with bicycles
with adjusted parameters to rate them as rideable or un-rideable.
Jones investigated the effect of the gyroscopic action of the front
wheel and found that it didn’t have a major impact on the ‘feel’
of the bicycle. He then discovered that trail was the major factor
in determining self stability of his test bicycle and introduced a
‘stability index’ based on the change in height of the front frame
center of mass with respect to the steer angle. This stability index
is still widely used today, including by reputable magazines carrying out product evaluation “tests”. However the theory behind
this stability index has recently been shown to be incorrect (or at
least incomplete) and it has been shown that this stability index
does not predict self-stability [25, 33] .
The work by Patterson [36] on bicycle handling qualities is
also relatively well known. It introduced three relationships with
which Patterson claims to be able to predict handling qualities of
bicycles. ‘Roll authority’, being the relationship between steering angle and roll1 rate, ‘yaw authority’ the relationship between
steering angle and yaw rate and thirdly ‘fork flop’ the steer torque
to keep the steer angle zero when a stationary (forward speed is
zero) bicycle is leaned sideways. Each of the relationships is calculated using static (forward speed is zero) models by Patterson,
therefore the correctness of the calculations is in serious doubt.
More research has been done for motorcycles. Foale [15]
reports on experiments carried out on a BMW R75/5 motorcycle
with various head angles and trail. His conclusion, which is in
contrast to that of Jones and Patterson, is that there is nothing
magical about currently used values (72◦ head angle and 9 cm
trail), almost any positive trail and head angle is rideable, even
given some moderate forward speed with hands-off.
Incidentally both Foale and Patterson note the importance of
rider proprioceptive feedback. Foale points out that this sensory
mechanism is used by the rider to determine the level (extreme)
of breaking and cornering, whilst Patterson claims ‘fork flop’
to be essential in bicycle design as it gives good proprioceptive
feedback to the rider.
Analytically the influence of the dominance of rider mass
was investigated by comparing the lateral dynamics of mopeds
(small mass) and motorcycles (large mass) by Zellner &
Weir [59]. They concluded that the moped is more sensitive
than the motorcycle for steer torque control yet the required rider
lean input is (surprisingly) the same for the motorcycle and much
lighter moped. Based on this research they gave design improvement suggestions.
Most motorcycle research though has been focussed on developing test maneuvers and handling indexes, and correlating

1 Where roll angle is the rotation about the longitudinal axis of the bicycle,
and part of the yaw-pitch-roll orientation system as commonly used in vehicle
dynamics. In the benchmark bicycle [32] this bicycle roll angle is called the lean
angle of the rear frame.

experimental results with simulation results.
To rate different maneuvering aspects, such as steady state
and transient behavior in separate maneuvers, five tests have been
defined: steady turning, U-turn, slalom, lane change, and obstacle avoidance test [43, 7]. For each test, handling indexes have
been developed, these are described in Tab.2. The Lane change
maneuver has received most attention from researchers.
The ‘Koch index’ [24] was defined to classify the ease with
which a turn is entered (transient response) by relating the peak
in steer torque to the first opposing peak in roll rate. Later the
‘lane change roll index’ (LC index) [12] was defined to classify
the transient lane change maneuver by relating the peak to peak
rider input steering torque to the peak to peak roll rate of the
motorcycle. Both indexes are normalized by the forward speed.
These handling indexes have been found to correspond well with
what is perceived as ‘good handling’ [7].
The LC index was shown to be an objective function for
comparing motorcycles [12], and in the same study it was shown
with an analytic approximation of the LC index that motorcycle
‘maneuverability’ is dominated by front wheel inertia properties.
This is in contrast to what Jones had found for the far lighter and
slower moving bicycle.
Prior to the introduction of the LC index the lane change performance was shown in ‘performance maps’ by Rice [41], these
are the loci (xy-plot) of the steer torque and roll angle (the quotient of which is the Roll Factor). With these plots Rice was able
to distinguish between successful and unsuccessful maneuvers
and different riders.
Lane change maneuvers with motorcycles were simulated
and carried out experimentally by Rice & Kunkel [43] and Zellner & Weir [58]. The latter also developed a steady-state turn
maneuver procedure and used the Roll Factor and Yaw Factors
to compare experiments with analytic simulations for five different motorcycles with mixed success.
The ‘perceived steering effort’ was investigated by Kuroiwa
et al. [29] for a lane change maneuver. They note that the
(counter-)steer action is perceived by the rider as a downwards
and forward push of the hand on the side of the handlebars that
the rider wishes to turn to. Therefore there they say there is a
strong coupling (which they also find experimentally) between
steer torque (τS ) and the torque applied in the perpendicular direction - the so called ‘roll steer torque’ (τR ). The roll steer torque
may not influence the movement of the motorcycle but it is considered as it may relate to the riders perception. They measured
these torques in two situations, first by rotating the handlebars
on a vertically clamped stationary motorcycle while keeping the
rider’s upper body vertical (peak values are τS1 and τR1 ) and secondly during a lane change maneuver (peak values are τ and τR2 ).
They calculate the ‘rider control torque’ τRC (see Tab. 2) which
they say corresponds to the increment of the steer-roll torque (τR )
caused by the rider’s upper body movement between the stationary and dynamic measurements. They find that for the motor7
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TABLE 2. MANEUVERS USED FOR RATING MOTORCYCLE HANDLING, THE INDEXES USED TO RATE THEM AND THE CORRESPONDING VALUES FOR GOOD HANDLING ACCORDING TO [7, 12, 24, 29]. WHERE τ IS STEER TORQUE, ϕ ROLL ANGLE,ψ YAW
ANGLE, δ STEER ANGLE, V FORWARD SPEED, τR1/2 PEAK ROLL STEER TORQUE, AND τS1 PEAK STEER TORQUE WHEN THE RIDER
UPPER BODY AND MOTORCYCLE ARE KEPT VERTICAL.

Test

Handling Index

Good handling achieved when:

Roll factor = τ/ϕ [7]
Steady turning

Acceleration factor = τ/(V 2 /Rc ) ∼
= τ/(g tan ϕ) [7]

Low values, small negative steer
torque

Yaw factor = ψ̇/δ [7]
U-turn

Koch index = τ peak /(V ϕ̇ peak ) [24]

Low values

Slalom

Roll transfer function = τ/ϕ [7]

Small phase

Lane Change Roll index = τ p−p /(ϕ̇ p−pVavg ) [12]

Low values

Lane Change

Rider control torque τRC = (τR2 /τ − τR1 /τS1 )τ [29]
Obstacle Avoidance

Time lag between τ and ϕ̇ [7]

cycles where the rider control torque decreases with increasing
speed, that riders rate these as “lighter steering” than those where
the rider control torque increases with increasing speed.
To research the level of detail necessary in motorcycle models to predict handling Frendo et al. [16] investigated the differences in handling indexes with three levels of model detail and
compared to literature. They found that a non-linear tire model
greatly influences the results. Interestingly the geometric parameter study on handling they carried out, found, trend wise, very
little difference between the three different models, indicating
that simple models can be used to predict relative handling improvements.

∂ τRC /∂V < 0
Small lag

tainly for road bicycles this is the case, very little has changed
over the last 110 years with respect to bicycle geometry other
than the slope of the upper-tube and the result of adapting material and fabrication techniques. If this is because the design
is already near to optimal with respect to handling for racing
through the evolution process, or because there is no need for
good handling qualities, we do not know. The rest of this section
on handling qualities for racing will only focus on motorcycles.
The most active group in this area has been the group of
Cossalter at Padua University who, for roughly the last 20 years,
have been investigating motorcycle dynamics and control both
theoretical and experimental. Cossalter [7] has clearly defined
what he means when talking about ‘directional stability’, ‘maneuverability’ and ‘handling’ with respect to racing, they are:

3.3

Handling Qualities For Racing
In racing the main goal is to complete a specified course
in the shortest possible time. Rider comfort is only deemed of
importance if it is a limiting factor for increasing speed and decreasing the lap time. Handling qualities for the racing ‘role’
are therefore linked to performance factors. Oddly enough, and
despite there being a massive bicycle racing industry, handling
quality research within the racing ‘role’ has only been performed
on motorcycles. The only exception is the recent work by Cangley et al. [3] where they model the bicycle (including aerodynamic drag), track and rider, to determine the optimal bicycle
for a specific time trial track. On the other hand a plethora of
biomechanics, aerodynamics, physiology, frame and component
stiffness and mass, and suspension dynamics research has been
carried out over the years with respect to increasing cycling race
performance levels [57, 60]. These investigations only focus on
optimizing either the riders physical output level, or the material
they were using and were never aimed at optimizing speeds for
specific corners or the required rider control. Generally, but cer-

Directional stability: The ease with which a motorcycle naturally tends to maintain its equilibrium and follow a rectilinear path. He continues by saying that this depends on the intrinsic vehicle characteristics; inertial properties of the motorcycle, forward speed, geometric properties of the steering
head (which collectively determine the aligning effect of the
trail), gyroscopic effects and tire properties.
Maneuverability: an intrinsic vehicle performance measure relating its ability to do maneuvers to the time required to do
the maneuver. He can therefore quantify a vehicle’s ‘maneuverability’ by finding the best performance (shortest time,
longest distance covered in a specific time, the highest maneuver exit speed, etc.) that the vehicle can do on a specific
maneuver and relate that to the performance of other vehicles on the same maneuver.
Handling: is the ability of the vehicle to do complex maneuvers
taking into consideration the driver’s limits. It is evaluated
by comparing the control effort required for the different ve8
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hicles to perform their specific optimal maneuver, where less
effort relates to a better handling vehicle. It does however,
not include the riders mental workload.

This highlights a significant problem currently facing most multibody model investigations, that it is unclear if the rider models
used represent the real situations accurately enough despite all
the (un-) modeled rider motions.

To find an objective measure for maneuverability of motorcycles independently of the rider the theoretical ‘optimal maneuver
method’ was developed by Cossalter et al. [9, 10]. It uses the
concept of an ideal rider, that is, a rider that can perform any required (optimal) control, such that the vehicle can follow the best
possible trajectory such that the highest performance is achieved
on the maneuver. The optimal maneuver method thus is vehicle specific, determining an optimal control sequence for each
vehicle for a specific maneuver, such that the maximum intrinsic
vehicle performance can be compared to that of other vehicles on
the same maneuver. Within the context of the ‘optimal maneuver
method’ when the rider limitations (physical and physiological
limits such as the maximum torque the rider is able to apply or
maximum steering rate they are able to reach) are included as
limitations in the ‘optimal control maneuver’ performance determination, then the best achieved performance quantifies the ‘handling’. As mental workload is not part of the criteria it seams that
for racing purposes at least the best ‘handling’ bike for a specific
circuit can be developed apriori.
A different approach to understanding maneuverability and
handling is the concept of the instantaneous screw axis or Mozzi
axis [11]. It has been used to distinguish different behaviors in
transient maneuvers and identify the different phases of a maneuver [7, 11, 8]. They link the instantaneous screw axis with the
concept of handling by noting that large movements of the screw
axis trace correspond to demanding tasks. This once again makes
handling an intrinsic characteristic of the machine and thus can
be optimized to suit specific situations (accident avoidance or
normal riding) or specific track layouts (racing).
Many researchers have tried to investigate handling and maneuverability using multi-body packages in combination with
control (also for all vehicle roles not just racing). Certainly not
all have been successful. We mention here just a few. Beritta
& Mitolo [2] used performance indexes as a measure to investigate how design parameters affected the performance of a Uturn maneuver. Giner et al. [17] implemented rider motion as
an inverted pendulum in a multi-body model of the motorcycle
and rider based on motion capture data of real riders on a stationary motorcycle simulator. The pendulum control was based
on the bike’s location in the corner and the equivalent motion
capture measurements. The complete model however was not
validated with real data. Capitani et al. [4] modeled a scooter
with fixed rider in multi-body dynamics software and compared
with measurements made with a real scooter for a lane change,
J-turn, large and small radius 90◦ turn and a figure eight. The
results did not compare well, which they suspected was a result
of un-modeled rider motion, as the rider (inadvertently or unconsciously) used movement as part of the scooter maneuver control.

4

DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS
Bicycle handling quality research has been driven by safety
issues in particular accident avoidance, and no standard handling
quality tests for bicycles have been developed. Consequently,
there is no way to quantitatively compare the results of different bicycle handling experiments that have been carried out by
the different authors. Contrary, motorcycle handling quality research has focussed mostly on determining quantifiable measures
and repeatable testing procedures based around normal riding
and racing situations. This has enabled authors to compare simulations and experiments often performed by different authors and
often years apart. Therefore, for bicycle research it is also essential to develop a standardized set of tests and handling indexes,
in a similar manner to those that exist for motorcycles, such that
bicycle handling can be compared and quantified both experimentally and in simulations. Another advantage of such a set of
handling tests is that the concept of handling qualities for normal
riding can be determined, such that the designers, who now apply
a time consuming trial and error method to developing new bicycle concepts, can determine a-priori what the handling qualities
will be.
According to Cooper & Harper, handling qualities are a factor of the complete pilot-aircraft system and depend upon both
the physical and mental workload of the pilot. Only measuring pilot’s output-rate feedback signal however, has been shown
to correlate well with the handling qualities as perceived by the
pilot. However, in single track vehicles, the rider has a large influence on the actual implementation of the maneuver, therefore
comparing different riders output can be problematic. Furthermore, large differences have also been noted between the rider
control for novice and experienced motorcycle riders. Finally,
with the to-be developed bicycle handling indexes and standard
tests in hand, the development of a set of design guidelines based
on these indexes could help manufacturers to design bicycles that
are better suited to a specific users such as novice, intermediate
or expert riders.
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